
Stay cool, simple

Beanbag Cool
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Many affect factors  comfort. 

Today air-conditioners respond to 
temperature. 

Upgrade your
cooling system
to comfort control. 

temperature

clothing

activity

weather humidity

sunlight



Maintaining a comfortable climate in our living and work 
space is important for health and well-being.  

With the help of inbuilt logic and appropriately placed 
sensors, Beanbag Cool adjusts air-conditioners to changes 
in sunlight, humidity, air-flow and other climatic 
conditions automatically, and responds to user-activities 
in real-time. 

The need to keep on visiting and adjusting individual air-
conditioners, and taking a guess about the most 
appropriate temperature-setting required to deliver 
thermal comfort, is history. 

With Beanbag Cool in control, arriving home to a stifling-
hot house or a stuffy hotel room is not going to happen. 



Wasteful energy use due to overcooling and 
unnecessary cooling is both expensive and negligent. 

Beanbag-cool supports new and existing systems to 
deliver optimal cooling comfort, simply and 
efficiently.

When premises are unoccupied, an economical 'away 
mode' helps home-owners and building managers to 
take care of their assets and ensures occupants are 
always met with a comfortable welcome.

Online services connect building-owners and 
managers to dispersed cooling systems, anytime, 
anywhere. Beanbag-cool cuts out a lot of hassle, 
avoids wasting energy or money, and significantly 
reduces management costs.

away mode DG / power saving mode

Did you know heating or cooling buildings 
currently accounts for more than 50% of the 
world's energy consumption? 



Beanbag-cool's user-friendly app dramatically simplifies 
the management of cooling systems. 

Multiple cooling systems can be managed from a single 
control-point, anytime, anywhere. 

Gone are the days of manual intervention and fiddling 
around with each unit's controls. A locked, unoccupied 
hotel room or serviced apartment with an AC left on, no 
longer presents a problem.  

Our solution is quick and easy to install. Its use is intuitive 
and ensures healthy and comfortable cooling is 
maintained at all times throughout a home or building, or 
in multiple properties, simply and efficiently.

Simplify life - manage multiple ACs smartly
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Secure draws on broad experience and cutting-edge 
research, that deliver simple solutions to save energy, 
save money and increase the comfort of our customers. 

Like most of the products and services we have developed 

over the last three decades, Beanbag is a game 
changer.  

www.securemeters.com

Australia 
sales_australia@securemeters.com    

India, SE Asia, Africa
sales_india@securemeters.com  

UAE
sales_middleeast@securemeters.com    


